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On January 21, 2010, the United States Supreme Court, in a 5-4 decision in the case of Citizens 
United v. Federal Election Commission, brazenly redefined free speech as “Money Talks!” The 
decision outlines that setting limits on the amount of money businesses can contribute to 
(domestic) election campaigns is a violation of free speech rights properly granted to 
corporate interests. In simple terms, often repeated by Republican presidential candidate 
Mitt Romney: “Corporations are people too, my friends.” To wit, a more cynical response 
from the liberals has been: “We’ll agree, as soon as Texas executes a corporation.” 

Citizens United has opened the floodgates for corporate political financing, most of which is 
now being funnelled through ‘Super PACs’ – political action committees not bound by any limits 
on contributions, as long as the activities of such Super PACs are operated “independently” of 
the campaigns of the candidates they support. How this independence can be enforced and 
monitored is a bit puzzling, as the PACs themselves do not have to submit any financial audit 
documents until after the November presidential election. Again, the more cynical among us 
might expect that this will be another fine example of corporate self-regulation, much the same 
way Enron redefined financial reporting.  

This is the first presidential campaign under the new rules dictated by Citizens, and months 
before the individual parties’ tickets are formally set, there has been tremendous amounts of 
campaign cash already raised: over $150 million (MM). It is no surprise that corporations have 
thrown their unlimited financial might to the political Right. The top five Super PACs, all in 
support of conservative candidates and causes, have raised over $125 MM to date, and have 
already spent $110 MM, with more than six months to go before the election!  

While mostly sponsoring negative attack ads, the Super PACs utilize an amusing template for 
inventing uniquely American-appealing names. The general formula seems to be [verb] + 
[pronoun/possessive] + [patriotic noun/adjective]; so we get Restore Our Future (Romney, $43 
MM to date), Make Us Great Again (a less-than-great $4 MM investment in Rick Perry), and the 
adjective-only Red, White & Blue (Santorum, $7 MM - Dutch or French flags, may not apply!). A 
hilarious send-up of the Super PACs has been created by Comedy Central celebrity Steven 
Colbert, who has legally established his own PAC, Americans for a Better Tomorrow…Tomorrow 
(over $1 MM raised, but only $56,000 spent on lampooning Republicans). 

A particularly egregious example of this largess is Sheldon Adelman’s PAC, Winning Our Future, 
which had contributed nearly $17 million to the doomed campaign of Newt Gingrich – a 
staggering 95 per cent of the funds associated with the Gingrich campaign. Mr. Adelman heads 
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the large Sands gaming empire, and stated in the April 2012 issue of Harper’s that “…although 
he is personally against such corporate funding, he is doing it because he can;” an amusing 
rendition of “putting your money where your mouth is.” Also worth watching is American 
Crossroads (no pronoun?), headed by former G.W. Bush strategist Karl Rove. That PAC, which 
has raised over $26 MM but so far spent only $1 MM, has indicated (International Herald 
Tribune, April 10, 2012) plans to spend $200 MM for the sole purpose of ensuring an Obama 
defeat. The top Democrat PAC, Priorities USA, which is basically using its funds to back Barack 
Obama’s re-election, ranks at an anaemic 11th place, with $6.5 MM raised.  

In all, Republicans expect to raise $1 billion and Democrats another $750 million, in a race to 
elevate business interests to a new definition of free speech. The noble talk of campaign finance 
reform that even John McCain championed when he ran for president four years ago, has been 
high-jacked, and redirected in a completely opposite direction. This is not so much “Money 
Talks”; it’s “Money Screams!” And it’s going to be long, loud, mean and messy. 
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